Design of interactive visualization of models and students data

Abstract: This document reports the design of the interactive visualizations of open student models that will be performed in GRAPPLE. The visualizations will be based on data stored in the domain model and student model, and aim at supporting learners to be more engaged in the learning process, and instructors in assisting the learners.
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Summary

The GRAPPLE Project (Generic Responsive Adaptive Personalized Learning Environment), aims at delivering to learners a technology-enhanced learning (TEL) environment that guides them through a learning experience, automatically adapting to personal preferences, prior knowledge, skills and competences, learning goals and the personal or social context in which the learning takes place. The system will include a user model infrastructure that keeps track of the learner's knowledge and skills acquired during the learning process. This learner's knowledge will be made available to the students and instructors by means of interactive visualizations that will be performed in GRAPPLE. The visualizations will consider the student model, the domain model, and aim at helping instructors in assisting the learners and also may help learners to be more engaged in the learning process.

This deliverable reports the outcomes of the first phase of the Task 4.5 of the GRAPPLE project, and includes an analysis of the state of the art in the field of user modeling, the requirements analysis undertaken with potential users of the systems through a series of interviews and meetings, an initial description of user model (UM) and domain model (DM) components, which provide the input data for the visualizations, some possible scenario of usage to guide the following phases of the work, and the technical infrastructure.

This document will serve as basis for the following phases of production of Task 4.5 (namely, implementation, and evaluation and refinement) and as reference for the relations to other GRAPPLE modules.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRAPPLE</td>
<td>Generic Responsive Adaptive Personalized Learning Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMS</td>
<td>Learning Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM</td>
<td>User Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>Domain Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP</td>
<td>Work Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeMoRe</td>
<td>Learner Modeling for Reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>Learner Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLM</td>
<td>Open Learner Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOLM</td>
<td>Interactive Open Learner Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGM</td>
<td>Open Group Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDEX</td>
<td>Vocabulary Definition Exchange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task and Deliverable Description

T4.5 Design and implementation of methods and techniques for the interactive visualization of domain and user models and of performance data (USI, OUNL, UniGraz, DFKI)

We will explore graphical representations that enable the learner to interact with and explore their history towards gaining insights into their learning processes. The use of graphical representations allows to concentrate in a relatively small (screen) area large amounts of data, and use the human visual system and cognitive skills for a quick understanding and interpretation of data. To create these representations we will consider the domain model and the current student model and some smart indicators on learning interactions. Indicators help actors to organize, orientate and navigate through complex environments by providing contextual information relevant for the performance of learning tasks. We further investigate smart indicators to support learners to be more engaged in the learning process. The result of this task will be an integrated software environment that will make use of interactive visualization that can be used by the learner to explore their student and domain models.

D4.5a Design of interactive visualization of models and students data (USI, M12)

This deliverable will report the design of the interactive visualizations that are performed in GRAPPLE. Such interactive visualizations will be imbued with targeted information about metacognition, thus encouraging the learner to think about the process of learning towards enhancing their skills.

D4.5b Implementation of interactive visualization of models and students data (USI, M21)

This deliverable will describe (and include) the software that generates the interactive visualizations of models and students data.

D4.5c Evaluation and refinement of interactive visualization of models and students data (USI, M30)

This deliverable will report the evaluation of visualizations that will be carried out with a number of users, and we will investigate how learners interact with and explore visualizations of their learning history. Depending on the result of the evaluation, specific refinements to the software may be accomplished.
1 Introduction

1.1 Objectives of the work

The GRAPPLE project aims at building a technology-enhanced learning environment that adapts the content of a course to the students’ personal preferences, prior knowledge, skills and competences. To provide such advanced features, the GRAPPLE system will include a User Model infrastructure that keeps track of the learner’s knowledge and skills acquired during the learning process. An active research discipline called “Open User Model” has demonstrated in several occasions that opening this “internal” knowledge representation of the user model may have numerous potential benefits to students, ranging from enhancing the learning process (Bull and Pain, 1995) (Self, 1990) and improving diagnosis in educational systems (Bull and Pain, 1995) (Morales, Pain, and Conlon 2001) (Self, 1990) (Tanimoto, 2005) to easing the difficulties in using systems in general (Maass, 1983).

The primary reason to open the model is to encourage reflection as a learning process (Bull, 1997). Reflection is a metacognitive skill in which students examine their own knowledge. This metacognitive skill is encouraged by allowing the student to inspect and, in some cases, to modify the student model. As the student views and/or interacts with the information about their knowledge state held by the tutoring system, he/she reflects on his/her model’s characteristics as described by the system, thus gaining a greater understanding of the domain, his/her current beliefs, and performance within the system (Bull and Nghiem, 2002).

Related to open student models is also the idea of opening up the learner model to the scrutiny of other peers. This requires a different approach, as users of a public model have different purposes than a user viewing his/her own model. Allowing the student to access other models provides many advantages. By comparing their own characteristics to others in a course, the learner may gain a greater understanding of his/her problems in the domain by directly comparing results to those of an expert or average student (Bull and Pain, 1995) (Collins et al., 1997). Viewing a potential helper’s characteristics can aid in choosing the best helper from a list (Collins et al., 1997).

Student models can be also made available to tutors and instructors for inspection and tuning. This can be used by instructors to adapt their teaching to the individual (Kay, 1995; Zapata-Rivera and Greer, 2001; Bull, 1997), to better understand their students and help individuals with particular problems (Bull and Nghiem, 2002), and to control the progress of the class during the learning process (Mazza and Dimitrova, 2007).

In the GRAPPLE system we want to support the student with the acquisition of meta-cognitive skills, and the instructors with a tool to monitor the current status of knowledge of their learners. One of the main objectives of WP4 is hence to explore the usage of open student models in GRAPPLE. In order to “open” model to students, peers, and instructors, we will make use of graphical representations, supported by the last developments from Information Visualization (Mazza, 2009; Spence 2007). These representations will provide the learner’s individual progress through a structured domain of knowledge, showing the learner’s state (with a possible extension to represent the history) in relation with concepts and competencies. The use of Information Visualization to facilitate instructors in distance learning has been has been object of research in (Mazza and Dimitrova, 2007); Antonija Mitrovic and Brent Martin (Mitrovic and Martin, 2007) have shown how a very simple visual student model format, like the skill meter, built on top of a complex model, may be successful in supporting learning and metacognition, and facilitating the selection of appropriate problems, for university level learners. Our contribution to the GRAPPLE system is primarily focused on supporting students with some motivational impact related to the awareness of personal current state, secondly in enabling teaching staff to take care of remedial action or didactic modification before the actual emergence of problems, guided by suggestions extracted from these graphical representations. We will explore the usage of graphical representation of open student model and tracking data seems to be useful to this end.

To achieve this objective, we will implement a specific module in GRAPPLE that creates a sort of “user profile” based on data stored in other GRAPPLE modules. In particular, we collect data from the user model and from the domain model, model the state of knowledge using a set of indicators, and visualize this information alongside with comparative information of other students of the on-line class. Because students may compare such information to their own beliefs about their knowledge, this can be a powerful method of fostering reflection. The relation with other GRAPPLE modules is described in details in section 3.2.

Recent works have also tried to open models of groups for inspection and interaction. However, the research in this topic is still at an early stage, and lots of questions on modeling groups of students are still open.
unanswered (which characteristics should be used when modeling groups? Which of these characteristics can be opened to the group members? And how this might be achieved? When a model should be opened to a group? What aspects of a model can and should be opened? (Dimitrova, McCalla, Bull 2007). Despite the lack of well-established research on group models, in GRAPPLE we want to explore the process of modeling group characteristics, as we want to support the students with a feeling of being part of a community. Collecting data and representing some information about the reference group for a user could support this kind of task. A simple and pragmatic approach, such as defining simple group models composed by averaging the values of individual student models was already proposed in past works (Chen et al. 2007; Bull, Mabbott and Abu Issa 2007; Lazarinis and Retalis 2007) and can be adopted in GRAPPLE as well.

Our main concern in the GRAPPLE system is to provide useful information for the user’s needs, designed specifically to what he/she wants to discover from the model, or to provide the opportunity for the user to find and choose the characteristics he/she would find the most helpful (Hansen and McCalla, 2003). To this aim, we will adopt a role-adapted approach, which will show the appropriate information according to the role of the users (student, peer, tutor, instructor). As students have different purposes and needs than peers and instructors, one of the challenges of our work is to provide the meaningful representation to the users of the different roles that use the GRAPPLE system. This aspect is explored in section 7.

The use of ‘Smart Indicators’ (Glahn, Specht & Koper 2007) is proposed as a way to aggregate user model information in a compact and intuitive way. An indicator is an object that draws our attention to ongoing relevant events only when it’s really necessary: for example a charging/discharging/low-level battery light on a laptop is an indicator. This kind of indicators is classified as ‘smart’ because they try to be a high level aggregator of valuable information. Because learners naturally look for success indicators while learning (somewhere indicated as feedback) their importance in learning is stressed as element of support in the cognitive process. Smart indicators are described in section 2.3

Although we rely on existing works for our proposal, we need to face some problematic aspects, related to the privacy and security of the data, the trustiness perceived by learner about the system. These aspects are discussed in section 4.3.

Finally, the instructors and learners will use the proposed visualizations during their teaching and learning activities through the Learning Management Systems (LMS), hence part of the study will be dedicated on how to seemingly integrate the graphical representations in the LMS.

1.2 Objectives of this deliverable

From the Technical Annex of the project proposal:

“This deliverable will report the design of the interactive visualizations that are performed in GRAPPLE. Such interactive visualizations will be imbued with targeted information about metacognition, thus encouraging the learner to think about the process of learning towards enhancing their skills.”

Task T4.5 of Work Package 4 aims at opening the user model of the GRAPPLE system to students, peers, groups, tutors, and instructors of the learning environment by means of interactive graphical representations. The work will be carried out in 3 phases, as described in the Technical Annex of the project proposal:

1. Analysis of the requirements, study of the related works, and design of the open student module
2. Implementation of the open student module
3. Evaluation and refinement

Each of these phases will produce a specific deliverable. This document reports the outcomes of the first phase of the work.

This document starts with an analysis of the state of the art in the field of user modeling, with a particular attention to its application in the context of the Technology-enhanced Learning (section 2). Also, some initial considerations about the applicability in our project of already existing solutions are expressed. In particular, we will focus our attention to the works that support the meta-cognitive process, as our goal is to propose a solution able to offer this feature to the users into a fully integrated view. In this way, the learner should be encouraged to reflect about the process of learning and achieve and enhancement of the personal skills.

In section 3 we will report some ideas that come from the requirements analysis undertaken in the past months, together with a description of user model (UM) and domain model (DM) components of the GRAPPLE system, which provide the input data for the visualizations.

Section 4 describes our basic approach and how research takes place in this WP task.
Some possible scenarios are proposed in section 5 to guide the following phases and to investigate the feasibility and coherence of our ideas with other components of the GRAPPLE project.

The technical infrastructure is described in section 6.

In section 7 we deal with some initial ideas for the project of student’s profile visualizations and we conclude with some short recap of this document in the last chapter.
2 Related Work

As previously stated in section 1.1, our work is based on research in the fields of open user modeling, information visualization, and smart indicators. The following paragraphs will introduce these subjects, investigating the actual use, some considerations about a possible adoption in our project, their limitations, and some open issues.

2.1 User model representation

With the introduction of the new paradigm of personalized environments, the aspects of adaptation and personalization of computing systems to the users' characteristics, preferences, knowledge, and tasks is assuming a very central role. Strictly correlated to this aspect is the creation and update of the user model that contains the main reference data upon which the systems can offer a real customized experience.

A long time research (almost 25 years) was conducted on profiling user for very different tasks. Obviously, this process could be done and assumes relevance only when it is based on data collected from the users. This data is stored in user model, it aims at providing the functionalities for sharing and reasoning about user data, delivered by an adaptive system.

The modeling process is quite complex and involves different steps: decision on and structuring the information to be collected, collecting raw data, scrubbing, extracting some practical rules or supporting evidences, storing the most useful and, if necessary, updating existing ones.

Nowadays, the applications of user modeling are so diffused that is not easy to indicate some examples as a reference. In fact, there are many different fields of application and environments that ranges from a simple collection of demographic or location data (for example, in many mobile devices) to a tentative fully representation of the human being inside the virtual space of the system.

2.1.1 Learner Model

In educational system, user model is commonly referred to as student model or learner model. Traditionally, the first approach to the problem was to keep the learner model internal to the system, unavailable for inspection to the user: this is due to the fact that the main objective connected to the modeling process was to enable systems to take into account users' knowledge, preferences, goals, motivations, affective state, etc.

To study advantages and limits of modeling learners in adaptive educational systems, some applications have adopted the strategy of including the student model as internal component of the educational systems, whereas other have developed the learner model as an external facility. Model approaches aim at developing the student model as an external component, as it can brings several advantages. The GRAPPLE project follows this approach.

In the following paragraphs we will describe some research directions and applications of learner models. We will describe them in a sort of temporal evolution of research approaches, from the open learner models to the most recent approaches of modeling the group of students, not only the individuals.

2.1.2 Open Learner Model

The research on learner models tried to face two main problematic aspects of profiling: the risk of inaccuracy of the estimated models and the dynamics of the evolution of students' knowledge, strictly connect with the stability problem and the robustness of modeling process. Many researches in the field of artificial intelligence in education proposed methods to deal with these problems, but it was quickly realized that not all of the aspects of learning are captured in the user model and the information stored in the model can be unreliable. So, one of the direction proposed was allows learners to access their model, asking them to inspect, change the content in order to gain a more accurate model, and contribute to the part of the model that can't be derived automatically, such as learner goals, emotional states, and so on.

An unexpected, but quite interesting, side effect of this process was the possibility for the users to inspect their model and using it as self-reflective tool and a learning resource to recap their status. In this way, the modeling process became meaningful and useful also to the students. A new research direction, the open learner models (OLM), enabled students to access their model, view information about their estimated knowledge, and reflect on their understanding.

The research field on open student models produced a plethora of approaches and methodologies, and it was very difficult to compare different systems. Researcher needed a systematic approach to analyze,
design, and describe the Open Learner Models. The lack of a framework to discuss open learner models become evident, and a recent work proposed a framework, that the authors called SMILI (Bull & Kay, 2007), which allows comparing the features of open learner models in different systems.

An interesting list of system that implement some open learner model is presented at the LeMoRe website. (http://www.eee.bham.ac.uk/bull/lemore/examples.html) last accessed on 10/11/2008). In this list, we found of particular interest the Flexi-OLM system (Mabbott & Bull, 2004) and the SQL-Tutor approach (Mitrovic & Martin, 2002). In the first one the model is exposed to the user in seven different types of representations, allowing the student to select the most appropriate representation for a particular occasion. SQL-Tutor is aimed to expose a very simple representation of user model (the so called skillometers, a very intuitive bar-graph presentation of covered and learned subjects) and demonstrate that even very simple representations are useful to support students with self-reflection processes.

A new term, “scrutable user models”, was introduced by Judy Kay in 1999 (Kay 1999). The notion of scrutability is related to the possibility of the user to scrutinize the model to see, not only what information the system holds about him, but also the process used by the system to collect the data about the user and the inferences based on that data.

It must be noted that scrutability concerns inherently convey a complementary but different view on personalization, which stresses upon the learner’s awareness of the personalization process he is committed to. Recent insistence on scrutability or “inspectable open learner models” (Ahn et al. 2007; Bull & Nghiem, 2002; Czarkowski & Kay; Kay, 1997; Kay, 2002; J Kay, 2006; R. Kay & Knaack, 2005; Zapata-Rivera & Greer, 2001) advocate for explicit communication to students of the pedagogical aspects framing the personalized learning experience designed for them by an adaptive learning technology. It posits that learning and ownership and autonomy development requests the sense of control of the learning environment. It also acknowledges the importance to reflect about oneself in a defined learning context.

2.1.3 Interactive Open Learner Model (IOLM)

Following this line, researchers interrogated themselves about the potential of allowing the user to interact directly and, in case, change his/her profile. The research concentrated on two different types of interaction in open learner models: inspection methods and interactive methods.

With inspection methods, the student can manipulate the representation of his/her profile, change the appearance, apply filters to the visualization and achieve in this way a more deep understanding of the model adapting the presentation of the external model to the individual preferences. The already cited Flexi-OLM system could be considered of this type.

Interactive methods allow the learners to interact with the internal representation of the model, change the data used by the system to represent the user itself. In this case, one big problematic aspect could be the verification of the real understanding that the user has of the model, and which data support the claim for changing the internal profile according to the user request. To solve this problem, some systems use a challenging process: they ask learner to solve a problem related to the particular aspect that should be changed and decide if this modification will be done based on the performance expressed in this process.

These two approaches have different impacts on the creation of the profile because the two main processes able to create and evolve the model (the reasoning over the extracted information and the knowledge extraction on raw data collected from environment) need to be aware of the modifications that the learner could introduce in the current version of the profile.

Interesting works done in this field produced a big number of well know system, such as VisMod (Zapata-Rivera & Greer, 2004), STyLE-OLM (Dimitrova, 2003), McCollins (Bull, Pain & Bna, 1995) and INSPIRE (Papanikolaou & Grigoriadou, 2008).

The first two offer more guided interaction with IOLM, with the possibility for student and teacher to annotate the Bayesian network used to represent the model (VisMod) and some dialogue games to support request of change made by students in the conceptual graph (STyLE-OLM); the others let the learner the freedom to inspect, change and argue for supporting evidence (McCollins) and modify directly the model to guide the system, that provide you as a result with some information with the estimation process and the impact of this modification on the offered functionality (INSPIRE).

By making explicit to the student how the system collects the data about him/her and how the adaptations are performed based on profile, IOLM could deeply impact the learner’s expected meta-cognition process. Being aware of this process, the students could engage and enable the self-reflection on the dynamics of the process of learning.

Also, from the point of view of teacher or tutor, OLMs seem to be useful because they can help in planning future learning events by assisting the learner in applying their strategic knowledge.
2.1.4 Learner models opened to peers
Most of open student models aim to open the learner model to the learner. They not consider that, almost always, other students are using the same system, are studying the same concepts, and are doing the same learning activities almost in the same time. Each student has a personal profile and is not able to see other’s profile or some information extracted by aggregating related aspects in different profiles. The success of social and collaborative approaches in education led to investigate new approaches of aggregating individual student models in multi-user systems such as Learning Management Systems, Collaborative systems, and learning communities.

Opening models to peers and colleagues bring new problems, such as privacy, control over personal data, and trustiness of the system.

One possible approach to deal with some of these problems was presented in the UMPTEEN system (Bull, Mabbott & Abu-Issa, 2007), whose main characteristic is to distinguish between friendship network and peers’ group. Students can decide which part of their profile release in a named (or anonymous) form, and who is authorized to access this data representation (peer models). Instead of allowing everyone to access an anonymous version of the peers data, UMPTEEN’s approach is very flexible and customizable. The UMPTEEN system was developed in order to investigate students’ views about releasing their learner model more widely, and to observe how they use their own and peer models. It has been observed that opening the models to peers can foster collaboration (with friends) and competition (with peers).

2.1.5 Group modeling
Group modeling is a recent field of research, in which the students as a group are modeled instead of the single individual. They consider the characteristics of an identified group of students, and aim also at present the position and the relative distance of profiles, in order to allow students to compare themselves and understand their situation. Opening group models to the users may offer some advantages. It can help learner to reflect on their progress in the group context and understand the problems other face (Vassileva et al. 1999).

Group models have been used to support the collaboration between learners of the same group, and to foster the competition in a group of learners. Right now, only simple methods have been used to mine the group models. The most common is to use the average of individual values representing a particular aspect considered in the model.

Recent studies (Bull, Mabbott & Abu-Issa, 2007) have demonstrated that students take a different approach in releasing their models to others depending on the size of the group. In small groups, learners have a positive approach in releasing their profile, even in named form, and the process evolve toward the collaboration. In the opposite direction, when the group dimension is large, users are more sensible in releasing their model and fell less confident in release also their name: this approach causes a more competitive use of the other anonymous profile.

The same study reports a possible solution to foster collaboration inside a group. The learning environment should allow students to create two groups: peers and friends, and have to allow a named release to the second one: in this way, can be established a more balanced mix between competitive and constructive mood in the group relationship.

A quite complex system was presented in a recent paper (Rueda, Arruarte & Elorriaga, 2007): the DynMap+ is a learning/teaching tool to represent through conceptual maps individual and aggregated profiles, including different source for supporting evidences, several visual mechanism to represent data and the possibility to explore the evolution of the models during the different learning sessions.

2.1.6 Open issues
A large number of open issues have to be addressed before the open modeling process can be proposed as a useful resource for students for self-reflection. Security, privacy and trustiness of the system are some of these: the first one assures that personal data cannot be stolen, the second one takes care of the correct level of visibility for sensible data, and the third one represents the perceived reliability from the point of view of final users.

Another important aspect to explore is the how the student use the open models. This is important to understand the expected effects on the learner attitude towards system and learning activity/resources. Moreover, it is interesting to investigate the possibility to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of open models by combining together the spontaneous access of the student to his/her model with the opportunity to automatically display the user model in a particular moment of the learning process.
It is well known that when we introduce a new feature or a new functionality in a learning environment, this attract the students’ interest only for limited initial amount of time. After that initial stage, only a real engagement could work as a catalyst of attention, so the question became: how to keep alive this interest? This is especially critical when the cognitive load needed to interact with this object is still high.

Another issue is the value given by the students to the displayed information. The mere presence of such possible food for “meta-thought” is not a sufficient condition for having students or teachers make use of it. Incentives for a broader use of interactive visualizations should also be documented. One way to promote the usage of open student models, and to encourage the students to release their profile to peers and friend (either in anonymous or named form), is to learn how the open group models can be of some utility to support the social interactions in a learning environment.

2.2 Graphical representations of students tracking data

One of the tasks in which computer are more able than human beings is to collect, memorize, treat and classify big data collections. So, almost every computer-based system collects a very huge amount of data in the form of logs. This is done with many different objectives in mind, ranging from the possibility to mine interesting data in case of errors, to extract information about usage of functions. For example, user access data is collected by recommender systems to provide personalized suggestions in e-commerce applications (Dieberger, 1997; Wexelblat & Maes, 1999).

In the field of Technology Enhanced Learning, the tracking of students data could be achieved at different aggregation levels, depending on the granularity of user data stored in the system and on the technology adopted. Tracking student interactions have been used in several ways for enriching learning experiences and supporting learning processes (Farzan & Brusilovsky, 2005; Dron, Boyne, & Mitchell, 2001; Erickson & Kellogg, 2003; Glahn; Specht; & Koper, 2007; Drachsler, Hummel, & Koper, 2008; Dron, Boyne, & Mitchell, 2001).

When a representation of these data should be produced, a first problem that emerges is how to make meaningful information to ‘pop-out’ from the enormous amount of raw logs. One approach to solve this problem is to use data mining techniques with some domain specific rules, such as in (Hübscher, Puntambekar & Nye, 2007) or with some general webhouse (Zorrilla, Millan & Menasalvas, 2005), where the term refers to a web instantiation of the general data warehouse.

Normally the output of such a process is, at a first stage, a very complex and multidimensional space, aimed at extracting information and the correlations between data. The graphical representation of this multidimensional data is one of the key aspects, because the explicit visualization and analysis of the relevant relations between different data represented can provide the user with useful insights about his/her status.

By presenting the students’ data in a graphical format, we exploit the potential of the human visual system and, in particular, of perception, that allow us to detect almost instantly a great number of visual attributes, such as color, shape or length. In this way, a well-designed graphical representation can be a useful tool to present a complex set of data. By examining the representation, we can learn more about the data, make new discoveries, and gain insights about it.

One of the major problems of displaying data in graphical format is the effort required by the user to interpret the visualized and understand the data encoded with graphical attributes. Sometimes, a simple table is more effective than any visual representation of data. A graphical representation that works well for a particular type of users might not be suitable for another type of users. To overcome this problem, recent approaches are trying to adapt the presentation to the type of users. We think that this approach, of adopting the representation to the type of users, is worth to be explored in GRAPPLE as well.

Some interesting examples of system aimed at graphical representing student tracking data are CourseViz (Mazza & Dimitrova, 2007), GISMO (Mazza, 2006) (Mazza & Botturi, 2007) and Moodog (Zhang et al, 2007).

2.3 Smart indicators

As the previous section already stated, one problem related to visual representations of tracking data to learners is the complexity of the available information. This has also been identified for the visualization of student models in adaptive learning environments. For that reason is the majority of such information presentations implemented as additional components of an learning environment (Kay and others). At the same time, learners need various types of information in order to monitor the progress of the task while performing. Actors depend on this information in order to organise, orientate and navigate through complex environments by utilising contextual information (Butler & Winne, 1995; Weber, 2003).
2.4 The Learning Dashboard

It is plausible that part of the meta-cognitive activity consists in building a mental model of the learning context and of oneself inside, so that actions can be tuned to it. In that process, the learner must exert her understanding – and this is a meta-learning operation that can be performed for the action, in the action and on the action - on three types of learning aspects: situation related aspects (fixed components of the learning task), learner self-related aspects (learning behaviours and achievements) and social-related aspects (as Web 2.0 gains momentum, this social information increases in quantity and availability, inviting to a systematized observation of its potential for promoting meta-learning).

Making manifest to the learner the various components of a learning situation and supporting their articulation is an important but not a trivial task. At this point, we introduce the notion of “Learning Dashboard” (Verpoorten, 2004, p. 12; 2007), intended to support this cognitive work, needed for an appropriate self-monitoring. The Learning Dashboard is a cohesive display mirroring the current situation of the learner in the learning process. The below illustration gives a concrete example of this effort to condense and combine different types of personal information (See other commented illustrations in Appendix).,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confirme Oral 93%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COURS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Het menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Het nagelezen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vragen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleren passen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Een vla flessen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bij de vla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regoes of zo?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knipvaren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boodschappen doen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In de supermarkt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koffers passen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Op het strand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Learning Dashboard of the Tell Me More platform informs the learner not only about the available content but also mirrors his personal relationship to this content.

Dashboards can be used for the provision of information visualizations of different degree of complexity: “interactive visualization”, namely visualizations the learner can act upon, “responsive visualization”, that is interactions that react on user activity or, more simply, “mirroring visualization”, i.e. that just present information about different components of the learning task and learner’s actions within.

This demand for a process integrated information provisioning means that the visualization should be accessible to the user while using different tools in their environment. While using a tool, such as a content repository or discussion forum, tracking data or learner models are not within the primary focus of the learner. This challenges the information visualization because the provided information is peripheral to the learners primary goals of a task.

Indicators are one approach to provide meaningful contextual information as part of task activities. Indicators provide a simplified representation of the state of a complex system that can be understood without much training. For instance, the fuel needle of a car is an indicator that summarizes how full the tank is and how far one can drive. Such indicators focus the attention to important facts that one could miss or ignore otherwise. Indicators are mechanisms to provide simplified information that are valuable to a task. With some background knowledge people can understand the meaning of an indicator without the need of knowing about the details of the underlying creation process or mechanism.
An indicator system is defined as follows: An indicator system is a system that informs a user on a status, on past activities or on events that have occurred in a context; and helps the user to orientate, organize or navigate in that context without recommending specific actions. (Glahn, Specht, & Koper, 2007)

Sample indicators are presented by Erickson et al. (1999), Erickson & Kellogg (2003), Kreijns (2004), and Glahn, Specht, & Koper (2007, 2008b, 2009). The idea shared by these simple visualizations is that they can get embedded in or at least aligned with the interfaces of the interaction context which they aim to support. However, while the indicators are not directly relevant for the interaction context, the presented information can be considered as peripheral to the primary goals of the learners.

Indicators play an important role in supporting learning in social environments. By providing contextual information, different indicators have been shown to stimulate social interaction between users (Erickson & Kellogg, 2003; Kreijns, 2004). This effect has been related to the social affordance of indicator visualisations (Kreijns, 2004). Social affordance describes the level of attracting social activity for an indicator. With respect to learning processes three types of activities can be distinguished: (1) awareness on peer activity (Erickson et al., 1999; Kreijns, 2004, Glahn, Specht, & Koper, 2009), (2) engagement in social collaboration (Erickson & Kellogg, 2003) and learning activities (Glahn, Specht, & Koper, 2009), and (3) reflection on past activities (Glahn, Specht, & Koper, 2008b).

Recently, it was pointed out that social affordance is not built into indicators and where it is present, the effects can differ for the individual learners within a group (Glahn, Specht, & Koper, 2009). It was shown that some indicators have positive social affordance for some learners and negative social affordance for others; while other indicators can only attract social activity for a very limited time. The former case suggested that the kind of social affordance is dependent on a learner’s context. The latter case suggests that the temporal context of an indicator influences the effectiveness of the presented information.

Most indicators implement a static approach of providing information to learners rather than adapting to the learning process (Glahn, Specht, & Koper, 2008a). These approaches are considered as static as they implement a fixed set of rules to collect, to aggregate and to indicate information to learners. The recent findings on context dependency of indicator perception suggest that such static approaches are most effective if they are used within homogeneous learner groups and pre-structured knowledge domains. In more complex environments static approaches may have no or even negative effects on the individual learning processes.

Smart indicators approach this problem by personalising and contextualizing the presented information to the context of the individual learner. A smart indicator can adapt the information aggregation, the information visualisation, or both depending on a learner’s context. This means that a smart indicator does not only reflect the aspects of visualizing aggregated information but also contextual aspects of learning.

A smart indicator is therefore an indicator system that consists of three essential components that are built on top of a sensor network: a data aggregator, a adaptation controller, and an information visualizer (Glahn, Specht, & Koper, 2007). These components follow the general architecture for context adaptive systems proposed by Zimmermann, Specht, & Lorenz (2005). Therefore, smart indicators can be considered as a adaptive indicator system that uses pre-defined adaptation strategies to personalise and contextualise simple information visualisations to a learner’s needs.

From the perspective of the GRAPPLE project there are three key challenges regarding smart indicators. The first challenge is to define flexible data aggregation across virtual learning environments and other social software. The second challenge is to define appropriate adaptation strategies for smart indicators for supporting individual learning. This requires a better understanding of the contextual factors of interpreting indicator information and how this relates to the motivation in learning. The third challenge are to define visualisations that are simple enough for embedding them into other application contexts but are still complex enough to contain valuable information for the learners.
3 Requirements and sources of data

3.1 Relevant findings from the requirement analysis

As part of the initial activities in the GRAPPLE project, a requirements elicitation and analysis was conducted, in Work Packages 9 and 10, through a series of interviews and meetings. The results of the interviews conducted with a series of end users involved in the academic and industrial settings are documented in D10.1 and D9.1.

This analysis was focused on capturing the key adaptivity requirements through the user interviews, rather than the requirements for the visualization of user model. This means there was no detailed questioning on preferences and needs with respect to visualization. However, some results from this analysis are still relevant to our work.

From the analysis of open answers and interviewees' comments documented in the interview summaries, it can be seen that the visualization of acquired knowledge and learning progress is considered to be important.

"Many considered the visualization of the various stages of learning and how they are adapted an interesting prospect. One learner raised the question as to how he or she can know ‘if they haven’t missed anything important?’ Learners need a visual map of where they are and where they are going with important milestones clearly marked. The training providers and tutors also require visualization of the learners' progress and the structure of the course as it currently stands. This is one of the concerns of WP4 – especially for the authoring stages." (D9.1, p.30)

"The user model need not be a black box (e.g. the permanent record of a 'school') used only by an adaptive learning system; it can be viewed in a more positive light as a learner's portfolio. The learner should always be able to inspect its contents to some degree. The system should be able to point out weakness between what a learner thinks he or she knows (perhaps through voluntary questionnaires) and what they appear to know from tests and exercises. It can help them identify their strengths and weaknesses. It could also point out the discrepancies (if any) between an optimal learning path and a preferred learning path as indicated by the learner. To a lesser degree, it may be used to match learners with their peers who are strong in areas they are weak in and vice versa." (D9.1, p.31)

These findings are in line with results from the quantitative and content analysis of the stakeholders' responses regarding adaptation criteria, which showed that the user characteristics deemed most important for adaptation are learning goal/task and learner knowledge. These are actually the main user model variables in direct relation to the learning task. Not only an adaptation to those variables but in addition also an appropriate visualization can be assumed to be supportive and effective for the user and the learning process in an adaptive system.

In order to realize a successful tailoring of the learning process to those variables, in addition to the adaptation process itself appropriate visualizations of the respective information appears desirable. Thus, suitable visualizations are desired and assumed to have a supportive and effective for the user and for learning with an adaptive system – and as the above excerpts from the requirements elicitation show users are also aware of this.

Hence, these results from the requirements analysis, pose to us the following requirements:

- The visualization has to make clear what are the main parts/concepts of the course. Important milestones, in terms of learning objectives, should be also represented
- Learners should be able to inspect the content of user model to see what is his/her current status, how they are progressing with respect to the learning objectives defined by the teacher.
- Any discrepancies between learning objectives and the current status of knowledge of the learner inferred by the student model should be clearly reported by the visualization. This could help the learner in identifying his/her strengths and weaknesses and to promote metacognition.
- Tutors and instructors need to access this information to see the learners’ progress and the structure of the course as it currently stands.
• Peer student models should be provided. This will help students to find peers who are strong in areas they are weak in and vice versa.

3.2 Relation to other GRAPPLE modules

We identified two kind of relationship with other GRAPPLE components: the dependencies that our WP has (inner) and the functionalities that we should offer to other part of the project (outer).

In terms of the first one, there is the necessity of retrieving data from DM and UM, which provide the data sources for our representations. The data from these modules will be accessed most probably through the GRAPPLE Event Bus system, described in the deliverable D7.1a (Initial specification of the operational infrastructure). The data exchanged will follow common format defined in the deliverable D7.2a (Data models and related documentation).

Regarding the functionalities sides, there isn’t any component (or work package) that directly depends on our work. However, in order to have a whole, integrated GRAPPLE system where all user interfaces are seemingly integrated in a coherent and single look-and-feel, it is desirable that all user interfaces follow the same style, approach and, if possible, implementation technology. So there’s a tight relationship between our work and other GRAPPLE authoring components (GRAPPLE Authoring Tool) defined in Deliverable D3.1.

In the rest of this section, we will focus on the two GRAPPLE components on which we most depend: the domain model and the user model. Their description is important to learn which user and domain data is available to our purposes.

3.2.1 Relation to Domain Model

A domain model (DM) is a formal representation of a knowledge domain or subject matter. A domain model defines how knowledge is semantically structured. The need for structuring knowledge results from the fact that this enables computer application to access and process knowledge.

The DM does not represent actual hyper-documents or learning objects, but is rather the underlying representation of the domain to which content object can be related. This means, the DM represents the domain on a conceptual level, and is defined completely independent from actual content objects. Content objects can be related to the domain model through meta-data in the content objects which refer to concepts and concepts can relate to content objects through specific attributes.

In GRAPPLE the domain model is defined through two base elements: concepts and relationships between concepts (similar to concepts maps). A concept is a unit of knowledge, it has attributes that precisely define a concept, and it is related to content resources (learning objects).

The attributes of a concept are:

- **Name**: title of the Concept
- **Identifier**: it identifies the single concepts
- **Description**: it describes the scope of the concepts
- **Keywords**: they are words used in a reference work to link to other concepts

In order to related concepts to content objects, meta-data of concepts are defined. Multiple objects can be related to a single concept, where for each resource objects the following information is given:

- **Name**: name of single resource
- **Location**: it indicates the path where the resource is available. If the Domain Map is available to all the community, the resources are stored in a Content Repository
- **UsageType**: any resource can be used in a different context such as introduction, image, body text, conclusion, ...
- **Standard LOM metadata**: they are the standard LOM metadata available for any resource

A relationship defines how two concepts are connected on a semantic level. First, relationships can be of a hierarchical nature. For example the “is-a” relationship can structure the concepts in a hierarchical way by defining sub-concepts of concepts. Second, concepts can be organised as graph by connecting concepts with semantic relationships, as it is done in concept maps. In the GRAPPLE DM definition both types of relationships can be used at the same time. Figure 1 gives an example of a DM.
A domain map is a concrete instance of a domain model and describes a specific knowledge domain. It is created by a single author and has the following attributes:

- **Name**: title of the Domain Map
- **Creation Date**: creation date of the Domain Map
- **Author**: author of the Domain Map
- **Shared/Local**: this flag indicates if this Domain Map has been made available to all the authors in the authoring community
- **Description**: it describes the scope of the Domain Maps
- **Keywords**: they are words used in a reference work to link to other Domain Maps
- **Identifier**: it identifies the single Domain Map. The identifier is extremely important when the Domain Map is shared among all the authoring community.

Domain Maps are stored in the Domain Model Repository, which is a storage in the Domain Model Component. This repository is available as Web service and can be accessed in a standardised way as it is common practice for Web services. The retrieved data (the domain maps) are available in a standardized form, the IMS Vocabulary Definition Exchange (VDEX) language. Detailed information about the structure of the DM data can be found in Deliverable D3.2(a-c). The visualisation tools and components only need to retrieve DM data from the DM repository, it does not need to write back or update these data.

In contrast to DMs, Concept Relationship Types (CRT) and Conceptual Adaptation Models (CAM) are used to define adaptation strategies based on pedagogical strategies. However, DMs do not express pedagogical meaning, but only meaning on knowledge domains and their structures.

Regarding information and knowledge visualisation the elements, attributes, and structures as described above can be used for visualisation purposes. The obvious way to visualise this structure would be to draw it as two-dimensional graph as depicted in Figure 1. However, visualisation is not restricted to this form, but there are other possibilities. Concepts and relationships can also be depicted in different ways (as long as it makes sense to the user). Furthermore concept model information can be combined with other data, such as information from the user model.

The information provided in this section and more information on domain models in GRAPPLE can be found in Deliverable D3.1a and in the future in Deliverable D3.1b and Deliverable D3.1c.

### 3.2.2 Relation to User Model

The purpose of interactive visualization of user models are introspection, self-reflection and metacognition. The visualization task is highly dependent from the format of the user model data. In GRAPPLE, a flexible approach to represent user model data is under development in WP2 and WP6. The core insight that becomes apparent is that there will be a decoupled view to the three concepts of:
1. Datatypes

The focus on the visualization task itself is to find appropriate representations of different datatypes. One important datatype family will for example be the ones that show the students knowledge level. These ranges could be “low-medium-high”, “school-marks” as different as they are in the different countries, or the “percentage of success” as number between zero and one hundred.

The difficult task for our WP4 is that these datatypes are not necessarily known in advance, since GRAPPLE claims to become a “generic” learning environment. However, we will start with the visualization of datatypes and dataranges that are known.

The user models are based on the newly introduced notion of GrappleStatements. Examples of such GrappleStatements in pure textual form are:

S1 := Mary likes chemistry
S4 := Mary prefers learning style A to learning style B
S6 := Mary does not like mathematics
S7 := Mary is colour-blind
S8 := Peter likes mathematics
S9 := Peter is a good Java programmer (claimed by Mary)
S10 := Peter knows the concept of object oriented programming (learned with the AHA!)
S12 := Peter knows the Theorem of Pythagoras (learned with Moodle, last year)
S13 := Mary does not like chemistry very much (claimed by Peter, yesterday)

Further examples of GrappleStatements with meta information about the mainpart:

In deliverable D6.1a) a user model is defined as “a set of selected GrappleStatements about a user”. In our example, one possible user model for Mary could be:

M1 (Mary) := { S1, S4, S6, S7 }

and one possible user model for Peter could be:

M2 (Peter) := { S8, S9, S10 }

The interesting and challenging issue of this definition of a user model is somehow hidden in the term “selected”. Not all statements about a user need to be part of a user model. That is especially necessary for contradicting statements. A decision has to be made at the time when the user model is constructed. Which “selected” statements belong to a user model is decided in a possibly complex algorithm by the user modeling framework UMF. The decision can be context-aware, user-adaptive, privacy-enhanced, history-aware etc. The visualization tool has to handle this problem in some way or the other. Here, further discussion is needed.

The syntax of GrappleStatements is the following

with the used namespace: gc = “http://www.grapple-project.org/grapple-core/”

```xml
<gc:statement [type="domain-overlay"] id="UID">
    <gc:user> UID (i.e user:Peter) </gc:user>
    <gc:predicate> UID (i.e. gc:hasKnowledge) </gc:predicate>
    <gc:concept> UID (i.e. domain:SentenceOfPythagoras) </gc:concept>
    [ <gc:level> 0.70 (Number between 0 and 1) </gc:level> ]
    [ <gc:creator> UID (denoting the creator of mainpart) </gc:creator> ]
    [ <gc:created> xsd:dateTime (timepoint, denoting the initial creation time </gc:created> ]
    [ <gc:access> { private | public | UID-List } </gc:access> ]
    [ <gc:origin> the original piece of information </gc:origin> ]
</gc:statement>
```
A detailed description of the XML/RDF schema can be found in deliverable D2.1. Important for the visualization task is, that apart from the main part of the information like user, predicate, concept, level, there are also slots for meta part information like creator, access and rating. The privacy handling is discussed separately in section 4.3.

The semantics of the denoted concepts could be realized by linking the names of the concepts, like the “SentenceOfPythagoras” directly to the definition within domain model as discussed in the preceding section.

A very interesting challenge for the visualization task is the visualization of changing data in general and the change of user model data at a special glance. User model data like the level of knowledge about a certain topic change over time, when certain courses have been taken.

### 3.2.3 Summary of data sources

The visualization module is highly dependent from data that comes from DM and UM. We don’t have enough details on domain and user models, which both are still in development phase. However, here we can sum up the most important elements that we can take from these components and use as basis for our visualizations. These are:

- **Concepts**, these are necessary to represent what are the main parts/concepts of the course.
- **Relationships**, these are necessary to make the student aware of how concepts are organised and how they are connected with semantic relationships.
- **Grapple statements**, these are necessary to see how the student knowledge is evolving over the time and for the privacy issues.
4 Conceptual Approach and Research

4.1 Conceptual approach

The objectives of the work to be done have been outlined in Section 1.1. GRAPPLE’s internal models which are needed for the adaptation strategy are opened up to the users (learners, peers, and tutors). This strategy also known as Open Learner Model is an active area of research that has shown several benefits for learners and teachers. An overview on related work regarding Open Learner Models is presented in Section 2.

The basic idea is to design and develop visualization components, which reveals information on domain and learner explicitly to users. Data of the respective models are graphically depicted and allow the users to directly inspect this information. However, the users should not only get some information, but they should benefit from these visualizations. For this aim detailed elaboration and research is needed, which is described in the paragraphs and sections below. Though several conclusions can be drawn from related work regarding OLM and information visualization, there is still need for research for several reasons: (1) OLM research is not finished, but an open research discipline with open research questions. (2) There should be room for new ideas integrated and developed in the GRAPPLE project. (3) The GRAPPLE data models are being newly developed and therefore they could be different from existing ones.

In Section 3 the models are presented, which are intended to be opened up to the user. These models are: (1) the Domain Model, which represents domain knowledge on a conceptual level, and (2) User Models, which characterize the learner regarding competences and goals. Domain Model information can be presented to the learner in order to provide the learner with some kind of knowledge map which helps to get an overview on the domain. The user model contains information about the learner (such as competences and goals), which can be shown explicitly. At this point a research question arises which data actually should be shown. Obviously it will not be suitable to present all data of a model or all data of all models at once, since this would lead to a visual data clutter. So the model data have to be filtered in a meaningful way.

Furthermore, since user model refers to domain model (for example a learner has learned a specific concept), it has to be taken into account that data of more than one model has to be shown in a combined way.

In addition to filtering data of the models to be shown, the level of detail (or aggregation level) has to be elaborated. Data can be shown as they are, or they can be aggregated to a lower level of detail, which, however, can deliver more meaningful information. Furthermore, a higher aggregation level helps reducing data clutter in the visualization.

Basically, opening up is done by visualizing the respective information, which leads to another research question. Appropriate techniques and methods have to be investigated how to visualize the respective information. In the research discipline of information visualization a lot of techniques are researched how to visualize data depending on their structure. For example, data can be structured as graph or as tree. Visualizations can be based on existing techniques or (if necessary) new techniques can be investigated. Also visualization should be interactive, to allow the users to filter out unnecessary elements, manipulate the graphical representation (such as zooming or panning), change some visual or data parameters, and so on.

An important requirement is the fact that there are different roles of users: learners may want to get information about their learning process. Peers may want to get information about other learners in order to compare their progress with the progress of groups. Tutors, instructors, and teachers may want to get information about the learners and group of learners.

Another important characteristic of the visualization components is the time dimension when and how long the visualization should be present for a user. Visualizations can be present the whole time so that users always can observe its content, for example they can observe learning progress. On the other hand, visualizations also can be presented to the user in specific situations, due to the occurrence of certain events in the system. A third possibility is that the user controls the presence by directly opening and closing the visualization.

The reason for developing visualization components and opening up data models is to provide users with certain benefits. An analysis which benefits can be achieved is given in the next section (Section 4.2). It is not intended that each visualization component achieves all of the listed benefits, but the components are designed to achieve certain benefits. In other words, the development of visualization components are driven by a previously defined set of required benefits. This lead to another research question: How can a
visualization component be designed in order that certain benefits for users (learners, peers, or tutors) can be achieved.

If instructors or peers can see user information of (other) learners than the question about privacy issues arises. Learners have rights on the privacy and may not want that all of their collected user data should be revealed to peers and tutors. It has to be clarified which data a learner should be able to hide for which persons or role of uses.

After having designed and developed the several visualization components, it is important to know if the expected benefits can actually be achieved. For this reason an evaluation of the respective components have to be conducted. For enabling the evaluation, the design of the components must contain measurable objectives that are intended to be achieved.

The main research questions identified so far are:
- What should be visualized, which data should be taken into account.
- Level of detail, level of aggregation of data. Visualize raw data or do some aggregation of data in order to show compact high-level information.
- How to visualize: What are appropriate methods for visualization (Information visualization techniques). What kind of interactions should be taken into account.
- Role of users. Which visualization are adequate for different roles (learners, teachers, peers).
- When to visualize.
- Expected benefits for the users of each visualization components.
- Evaluation of visualization components.

4.2 Expected benefits

The visualization module is expected to bring the following benefits to learners, peers, and instructors. All of these benefits will be investigated in the evaluation phase, described in section 4.4.

Benefits for learners

1. Promote learners’ reflection on their learning, also called metacognition or reflection, or self-assessment. (Papanikolaou & Grigoriadou, 2008; Mitrovic & Martin, 2002; Bull, Dimitrova & McCalla, 2007a)
2. Facilitate goals settings and enhance confidence within the domain, because students can see what are the main concepts of the course and the learning objectives defined by the teacher.
3. Promote knowledge awareness because students can see their progress with respect to the learning objectives.
4. Decrease cognitive load, thanks to the usage of clear and meaningful visualizations.

Benefits for peers

1. Facilitate and encourage collaboration (or competition) among peers, because learners can improve understanding of themselves and each other, and select appropriate partners in distributed group of students; (Papanikolaou & Grigoriadou, 2008; Bull, Dimitrova & McCalla, 2007a)
2. A learner may gain a greater understanding of his/her problems in the domain by directly comparing his/her knowledge and progress to that of other learners or average student (Bull and Nghiem, 2002; Bull, Dimitrova, and McCalla, 2007).
3. Facilitate collaboration amongst a co-present or distributed group of students.
Benefits for tutors and instructors

1. Adapt instructor’s teaching to the individual (Kay, 1995; Zapata-Rivera and Greer, 2001; Bull, 1997).
2. Support tutors in providing personalized guidance and instruction and evaluate the available educational content. (Papanikolaou & Grigoriadou, 2008; Bull, Dimitrova & McCalla, 2007a).
3. Better understand the needs of their students and help individuals with particular problems (Bull and Nghiem, 2002; Mazza and Dimitrova, 2007; Bull, Dimitrova, and McCalla, 2007).
4. Control the progress of the class during the learning process (Mazza and Dimitrova, 2007).

4.3 Privacy issues

Representing, storing and communicating information about learners like the grades in some examination or the personal preferences of learners, as well as information about general users like the age, or information about goals and plans need special privacy treatment.

The most important privacy aspect is that the user should be able to “control” the systems’ private information handling. One point will be the inspection of the stored data; another point will be the possibility to change it. Additionally, the exchange of privacy settings is important. In this work package we will develop a visual user interface that focuses on the first point of “introspection”.

Apart from law-restrictions, there are four main arguments, according to (Kobsa 2001) that influence the users’ decisions about allowing personalization with their personal data.

1. What will be done with my personal data? - This question focuses on the purpose/intention
2. Who is going to use my personal data? - This question focuses on the access and the recipient
3. Which kind of personal data is used? - Thus a differentiation between the type of data is implied.
4. In which mood or situation is the user currently? - This last point suggests "user-adaptive user-adaptivity"

The basic idea in GRAPPLE according to privacy issues is to integrate privacy aspects into user interfaces but first into the Grapple Statements that are developed in work package WP2. The user will be enabled to annotate Grapple Statements and user specific data with privacy settings directly via privacy meta attributes. Possible privacy meta-attributes are “owner”, “access”, “purpose”, and “retention”. They are very important for the acceptance of user modeling data, since these attributes allow controlled distribution of sensitive data.

The owner attribute refers to the person or system that is in charge of managing the distribution and editing of the three following attributes: access, purpose, retention. The first one can contain the class of users or systems that are allowed to read the statement. The second one can put restrictions on the intention for which the statement may be used. And finally the third one controls how long the Grapple Statement may be shown in the user interface or used by any other system.

We refer to (Heckmann, 2003) for a detailed description of privacy handling. Two instantiated examples are: “public access” means that everybody can be the recipient of this information and “short retention” means that this information must be deleted within one week. The discussion and a list of possible privacy settings will be found in D2.1.

To solve the task of interactive visualization for the setting of privacy meta tags, a list of selection boxes as shown in Figure 2 might be good starting point.

![Figure 2: Public access, research purpose, short retention]
“Friend access” in Figure 3 means that only selected friends (friendly systems) can be the recipient of this information. In order to use this fact, a friendship relation between the owner of the information and the possible recipient had to be defined.

New in this privacy approach is that the owner's intended privacy settings go with the GrappleStatement itself on the information journey when it is exchanged into a distributed ubiquitous network. In other current user model services, once the information is given out to some client, the privacy information is not attached any more, and this client could spread this statement under new privacy settings.

4.4 Evaluation of visualization

The interactive visualizations of data models and student data will be empirically evaluated involving end users in order to ensure their usefulness and benefit. The concrete evaluation approach will be elaborated in the context of the evaluation framework that is being developed in WP8. Here, we present some basic and tentative ideas on the evaluation of the visualizations – the final evaluation questions and methodology will be defined and documented in the evaluation framework documents and the according guidelines (D8.1 and D8.2, respectively).

The general plan for evaluation is to use different evaluation instruments and collect objective as well as subjective data in order to realise an ample evaluation and to allow consolidating and triangulating results. In order to allow an in-depth evaluation of the visualization tools, in addition to a more general evaluation of the whole system they are intended to be evaluated also in a specifically targeted and self-contained manner.

In general, two evaluation cycles are going to be realized in GRAPPLE, in this way realizing a formative as well as a summative evaluation (e.g. Harvey, Higgson, & Gunn, 2000). While formative evaluation has a primarily developmental purpose and is intended for identifying weaknesses and issues for further improvement of a software which can be fed back into the development cycle, summative evaluation is intended to demonstrate the overall benefit of a finished piece of software and to give a concluding statement of its quality.

The evaluation of the visualization tools is mainly intended to have the character of a formative evaluation, allowing further refinement and fine-tuning of the visualizations according to the users’ feedback, their preferences and needs. In this way, it shall be ensured that the outcome will be accepted by the users and suitable for the intended purpose.

The overarching question with respect to the visualization tools is whether they serve their intended purpose – i.e. whether they suitably visualize models and student data. In order to break this down into more specific questions the expected benefits of the visualization tools (as outlined in section 0, Expected benefits) may be revisited.

Another issue is the value given by the students to the displayed information. The mere presence of such possible food for “meta-thought” is not a sufficient condition for having students or teachers make use of it.

One main reason and motivation for visualizing model and student data is to enhance metacognitive and reflective processes, especially for the learner. Effective metacognition and reflection actually mean that learners are able to realistically self-assess their learning. This can be determined by contrasting learners’ self-assessments with their actual learning outcomes. Valuable visualizations of user model data are assumed to improve metacognition and in this way also to have the potential to enhance self-realism. This could be evaluated by realizing an experimental design with a group comparison regarding self-realism for users having available visualizations and users that are using the system without visualizations.

Many other aspects that are expected to be benefits of visualizations (such as whether they facilitate understanding, collaboration, progress control etc.) can best be evaluated by directly asking or discussing them with the respective stakeholders. To this end, on principle questionnaires, focus groups, and interviews appear appropriate for data collection. While questionnaires would allow gathering data from a larger number of persons, focus groups and interviews require more effort but at the same time allow to
Another important aspect - aside from the expected benefits – that needs to be addressed in evaluation is on a more general level their usability. The evaluation framework will foresee the application of general-use usability questionnaire that is applicable to different pieces of software – and correspondingly will be suitable for evaluating the whole GRAPPLE system as well as single components. A possible candidate is the Isometrics questionnaire (Gediga, Hamborg, Düntsch, 1999), which operationalises the design principles of ISO 9241 Part 10 and is applicable for collecting usability data for summative and formative evaluation. The Isometrics consists of statements that have to be judged on a rating scale and contains seven subscales, namely ‘suitability for the task’, ‘self-descriptiveness’, ‘controllability’, ‘conformity with user-expectations’, ‘error tolerance’, ‘suitability for individualisation’, and ‘suitability for learning’. For the subscales comparison values are reported, i.e. values which have been assessed for popular application software (e.g. LaTex, Word, or SAP/Term) (see Technical Report “Normtabelle zum Isometrics-Verfahren” from Gediga, Hamborg, & Willumeit (1996) on http://www.isometrics.uni-osnabrueck.de/papers.htm). The questionnaire has been shown to be a powerful tool for supporting the identification of weaknesses of a piece of software – and in this way appears an applicable instrument in the context of evaluating visualizations in GRAPPLE and providing information for their refinement and final implementation.
5 Scenario of usage

In this chapter we will define some scenarios of usage of graphical visualization. We decide to start dividing the users of learning environments into 3 different categories: learners, instructors and administrators. In a second phase, some other characteristics could be taken into account. The common scenario for the following paragraphs could be as follow:

The reference course is “12345 – DATABASES: from model to practices”: this course is divided into a number of modules, addressing different topics. All these topics are represented into the domain model of the course;

5.1 Scenario for learners

Learner X accesses the system and subscribes to the course 12345. When he/she accesses the course, the contents are presented in sequential order, decided by the instructor during the creation of the course structure. He decides to study the module “Theoretical models of databases” that covers the following 4 concepts:

- A.1 Hierarchical model
- A.2 Reticular model
- A.3 Relational model
- A.4 Object oriented model

The adaptive model suggests that a (not mandatory) prerequisite exists between C.7: “Basics of object-oriented programming” and A.4. Because the indicated prerequisite is not mandatory, the contents that cover C.7 are presented as a “suggested link” in the presentation of the module; they are not automatically presented to the student before the content of A.4.

Based on the actions performed by the student, the system updates the learner model using the following expressions (the knowledge of concept A for user X is incremented by 0.1):

- user('X').concept('A').knowledge += 0.1

Then, the user decides to read “Relational algebra” (connected with the concepts B.1: “Set-related operations” and B.2: “JOIN operation”). The user model is updated with the following expression:

- user('X').concept('B').knowledge += 0.2

Next step suggested by the platform is to take the test on “Theoretical model and Relational Algebra”, and the learner follows this suggestion: the result achieved was quite good, but not excellent. So the user models is updated with the following rules (in which also the confidence, as capability of user to understand when he doesn't know an answer and to decide not to answer is estimated):

- user('X').concept('A').knowledge += 0.7
- user('X').concept('B').knowledge += 0.8
- user('X').concept('A').confidence += 0.3
- user('X').concept('B').confidence += 0.8

Coming back to the main interface, the system presents to the student a smart indicator that represents a simplified representation of:

- The current level of knowledge of the student, and its trend
- The current level of knowledge of the class,
- The expected level of knowledge, defined by the instructor.

Based on the information presented by this initial aggregated indicator, the learner is able to understand his/her global situation on the course and is stimulated to explore the analytic profile. The analytic profile presents to the student a set of detailed representations of his/her performance data collected by the system (in particular, in the user model). Using this graphical representation, that provides a fine level of details of concepts of the course, he/she is able to achieve a deeper understanding of his/her knowledge status, and realizes that his/her level of knowledge of the topic A.4 is below the expected level. Another important information that emerges from the indicators on confidence is that he/she is not aware of concepts known by
himself for the topic A.4. Based on this awareness he/she can act in different ways: the following paragraphs try to investigate some possible actions.

5.1.1 Case 1 – no effects
The student is not interested in knowing why the learning environment considers him not so proficient on subject A.4. The student is aware of that, so this information doesn’t enhance his meta-cognitive skills.

5.1.2 Case 2 – further study
The information about topic A.4 convince the student to come back to study the contents related to this topic, in order to reach a higher level of knowledge and confidence on this topic. In doing this, the system could propose an adapted view of the materials, presenting in a compact way (or not presenting at all) the parts whose knowledge value is above a certain reference level. The expected output of this process is an enhancement in knowledge and confidence about concepts that the learner gained through the re-study of the materials.

5.1.3 Case 3 – quiz retake
The student doesn’t agree with the system understanding of his profile and search for other external sources of information (for instance, on the Internet). After some readings, he/she is still convinced that the reported level of knowledge for A.4 isn’t correct so he/she retakes the quiz. In this case, we suppose that the LMS propose a different set of questions every time the student starts a new quiz session. Hopefully, the student achieves better results in the quiz retake, due to the higher level of understanding and confidence on the subject. The expected output of this process is an enhancement in knowledge and confidence about concepts that the learner gained through the additional readings and quiz retake.

5.1.4 Case 4 – peers
The student is looking for help from his classmates. The system provides an interface to graphically represent the knowledge levels of other students who decided to open their student models to the peers. The student interacts with this representation and identifies one or more friends whose understanding of A.4 is high. At this point, he/she can use all the facilities provided by the LMS to interact with them and try to enhance his level on A.4 concept (for instance, they can engage a discussion on subjects regarding A.4). The expected output of this process is an enhancement in knowledge and confidence about problematic concepts, thanks to the social interactions triggered by the graphical representation of peers’ knowledge.

5.2 Scenarios for instructors

The instructor has to prepare the course “12345 – DATABASES: from model to practices”, starting from the definition of concepts, and by linking them to contents (that could be internal in the LMS or could be linked from outside the LMS). He defines the whole structure of the course, the learning materials and tests, and decides the expected level of proficiency that the students have to achieve. All this operations are conducted inside the graphical interface that GRAPPLE offers.

During the delivery of the course the students are divided in 3 groups, supported by two tutors. Each group has its own group leader in charge of moderating the social activities, but also to act as scaffolding.

5.2.1 Case 1 – problematic concept
After some time, when the course is still active, the teacher wants to investigate the course status and is attracted by the overall smart indicator integrated into the main user interface of the GRAPPLE system. The smart indicator reports information on the global status of the class. When he clicks on it, a different view is opened, and he can reaches the aggregated smart indicators, where a representation of the knowledge status and of the trend is presented for every concept included in the current course. In this way, he can notice that students have a very limited knowledge on topic labeled A.4 and that there is no signal of its upcoming growth (as the trend indicators is flat).

He wants to investigate the causes of this faulty situation and the activities related to this concept done by the students, so he switches the visualization to the full logs related to the concept A.4. The first conclusion is that there is an uniformity in the knowledge level among the learners and that everyone of them has opened, more or less, all the lessons and done all the provided exercise and assessment.
The information provided by the visualizations is helpful to gain an understanding which parts of the domain are problematic. He/she then decides to provide more detailed learning materials and asks to the tutors to monitor the situation. After some times, he/she sees that the class reached a sufficient level of knowledge, indicating that the gap was filled.

5.2.2 Case 2 – student “not aligned”

The second scenario is about support for single student. A tutor contacts the teacher reporting a situation that probably needs attention. A student in his group is under-performing on the whole activities done in the course. The teacher opens the profile for that student and is able to see his global situation, then he can switch to the fine-detailed view. The teacher is also able to explore the history of the specific learner profile. Based on these data, the instructor is able to decide that he needs a specific didactic support, due to the fact that before he has already evidenced some cognitive limits. The tutor is asked to work specifically as scaffolding for the student. After some days, the tutor indicates that the gap seems filled, and after a new analysis of the profile, the teacher decides to remove the special facilities for the student.

5.3 Scenarios for administrators

Administrators are people in charge of running the learning platform. They can be the technicians that have to ensure the availability of servers, backups, updates, etc. In some cases they have also create reports on the usage of the learning platform in an institution. They could be interested in seeing the representation of log data, to learn how the whole system is performing, if there some problems (from a technical point of view), and so on.
6 Technical infrastructure

6.1 Interface with other GRAPPLE components

GRAPPLE system is a component-based service oriented system: the major functionalities are split into modules-components, which in turn are split into services.

As stated in the Deliverable D7.2, all the communications between GRAPPLE modules take place via the event bus, a central element of the GRAPPLE infrastructure that is in charge of interconnecting all the components.

All the services are provided through Web-Services, so every component is able to explore, via WSDL, the registered facilities offered by a component and call it using the proper invocation. The response is delivered via the event bus.

Here a more detailed description:

1. The visualization interface integrated into the LMS sends a message to the adapter (A) that take care of translating it into a request to the event bus
2. The adapter send the request to event bus
3. The event bus delivers the request to the visualization module
4. An answer is sent from the visualization module to the event bus
5. The answer is delivered to the adapter (A)
6. The answer payload is communicated to the visualization interfaces.
7. The visualization interface asks for the necessary software for visualization (probably a FLASH program or similar) to be downloaded
8. The software is loaded into the interface (i.e. the browser), then it's ready to interact with the user and can use the same communication channel to load all the data useful to prepare and present the visualizations requested by user.

6.2 Technical specifications

The visualization interface will be integrated into the main interface of the LMS. Due to the limitation on the space on the screen (Tuft, 2007) we choose to realize a very compact representation of the main interface, which should also allow the users to access all the other graphical representations offered by the visualization module. The visualization itself is adapted to the role of the user, allowing them to concentrate on the data that make sense for him.

When a user click on the visualization in the main page, a new window is opened with the functionalities available, and some controls to interact with the representations.
7 Initial ideas for the design of Visualization

In this section we are presenting some design ideas for the implementation of the visualization module that we will carry out in the next stage of our work.

The visualization module is highly dependent from data that comes from DM and UM. Unfortunately, we don’t have enough details on domain and user models, because both are still in development phase. In particular, it is not still clear which information about user will be stored in the UM, mainly for two reasons: first, the semantic of the UM is not decided yet, this will be probably based on some existing ontology (as defined in the deliverable D7.2a, such as SUMO, GUMO, LOM, etc.); second, we don’t know yet which datatypes and dataranges will be used by the learning systems in the UM, as they are not necessarily known in advance (see section 3.2.2).

For these reasons we are not able to propose any specific visualization design or mock-up, but only generic design ideas.

We recall, from section 3.2.3 the main elements that we can take from the modules UM and DM. These are:

- Concepts
- Relationships between concepts
- Datatypes on student knowledge level
- Grapple statements.

The main information units are the concepts, as the adaptation algorithms are based on concepts that are stored in the DM. The use of graphs is a quite accepted metaphor for representing the concepts and the relation between them. The other information (such as the knowledge level or the trend) can be mapped into other graphical elements such as colors or dimension of the node, like in VisMod or INSPIRE (see Appendix 1). A simile approach was proposed by the project iClass (see Appendix 1), in which the representation of prerequisite relationships between concepts is achieved using a multi-graph with elementary concepts on the top and more complex on the root of the structure.

Another interesting approach is the use of the skill-o-meters, bar-graphs that encode the knowledge level achieved by a student using the relative length of bar, as primary information, like in some of the different learner knowledge representation in Flexi-OLM (Mabbott & Bull, 2004), in SQL-Tutor (Mitrovic & Martin, 2002) and in StudyDesk (Boekaerts, 1999; Pintrich, 2004) (see Appendix 1).

Another point is the use of some facilitating bridges aimed at enhancing the interaction between students and their open user models: how to make students aware (and involve them in) of the availability of their user models? The use of smart indicators could be an interesting approach to display the first graphical interface to the visualizations. The first graphical interface could be a compact indicator that is shown to students in a side panel of their home page of the LMS. This compact indicator will be used to give an overview of the knowledge acquired by a user on the domain of the course, the trend, and the expected level of proficiency settled by teacher or instructional designer. Following the approach of smart indicators (see section 2.3), different form of this graphical representation are presented to the user, based on his experience of the system and the awareness of the profiling processes done by system. In this way it’s possible to offer the correct level of information to every user. This indicator could be usefully depicted using the bar graph paradigm, using the color to identify the current level.

The main problem in designing a visual representation lies in creating a visual mapping (that is, how to map data into visual structures) that, on the one hand, faithfully reproduces the information codified in the data and, on the other, facilitates the user in the predetermined goal. The visual mapping depends on the nature of the data, the type of user it’s designed for, the type of information that has to be represented, and its use, but also on the creativity, experience, and ability of the representation’s designers (Mazza, 2009).

For the design of our visualization, we have to design which visual mappings to adopt, in order to represent the complex and large data structures that are present in a user model. Following a pragmatic approach, we could start by using simple and common graphic structures, such as conceptual maps, and then investigate the impact of this representation to the learning process.

Another approach we want to explore is the use of a role-adapted visualization of the open student model. So far, with the exception of some noticeable application such as Flexi-OLM, all the previous works on open student models propose one single view of the student model contents. Our idea is to adopt a role-adapted approach, which will show the appropriate information according to the role of the users (student, peer, tutor, instructor). As students have different purposes and needs than peers and instructors, one of the
challenges of our work is to provide the meaningful representation to the users of the different roles that use the GRAPPLE system.
8 Conclusions

This deliverable reported the outcomes of the first phase of the Task 4.5 of the GRAPPLE project. The GRAPPLE Project (Generic Responsive Adaptive Personalized Learning Environment), aims at delivering to learners a technology-enhanced learning (TEL) environment that structures/formats for them a learning experience, automatically adapting to personal preferences, prior knowledge, skills and competences, learning goals and the personal or social context in which the learning takes place. The system will deal with several models, in particular a domain model and a user model infrastructure that keeps track of the learner's knowledge and skills acquired during the learning process. The goal of Task 4.5 is the design and implementation of methods and techniques for the interactive visualization of domain and user models and of performance data. This deliverable reports of the initial work and analysis having been done so far.

The chosen approach for fulfilling this task is also known under the name Open User Model which is an active research discipline. The data of user models are visually presented to users through interactive visualization components (which have to be developed in this task). The primary reasons to open up models to students is to encourage reflection as a learning process and to support learning-related decision-making.

Kay (2006) lists detailed motivations advocating for open user model and scrutability enhancement:

- The user's right to see and appreciate the meaning of personal information the computer holds about them in a user model;
- The possibility of users correcting errors in the model;
- Confirming the role of the machine as the servant or aid of the user;
- Programmer accountability for the personalisation;
- Enabling users to have a sense of control over the adaptation of systems by controlling the user model, the way that the model is interpreted and the way that it used to perform the personalisation;
- Helping people become more self-aware and to avoid self-deception, because their user model mirrors their real actions;
- In the case of teaching systems, the potential to encourage metacognition and deeper learning;
- Helping people monitor their progress and plan, especially in the case of learning;
- Motivate people to share user model data because they feel confident about its meaning and use;
- As an aid to collaboration where team members can learn relevant information about each other and can help each other more effectively.

A survey of the area of research on Open Learner Model has been carried out and an overview has been given in Section 2. Some concrete examples and implementations have been collected and can be found in the Appendix.

A requirements analysis for the elicitation of expected functionality of the visualization module has been carried out and reported in Section 3, which is based on two pillars. First, the general requirements analysis carried out in Work Packages 9 and 10 have been taken into account and the specific requirements for this task have been derived. Second the GRAPPLE domain and user model (as far as they have been specified yet) have been analyzed. From the latter analysis some conclusion, mainly the answer to the question of which one and how, about the raw data coming from them can be used as data sources for interactive, responsive and mirroring visualizations.

A conceptual framework needed for the implementation has been elaborated and described in Section 4, which consists of the basic design approach for the visualization components, expected benefits of them for the users, privacy issues regarding the shown personal data, and ideas for the evaluation of the visualization components. Several properties have been identified which have to be taken into account, for example different roles of users (students, peers, tutors), time constraints (when specific data is provided for specific users), level of data aggregation (for the sake of meaningfulness visualized data is aggregated instead of providing raw data), and most importantly the visualization technique allowing the presentation to the user.

Some scenarios depending on the role of users have been described which should complement the requirements analysis from the users' perspective (Section 5). Considerations and technical investigations have been undertaken regarding how the visualization components can be integrated into the GRAPPLE system on a technical level (Section 6) by making use of the GRAPPLE technical infrastructure but also by using/enhancing data tracking and presentation facilities available on existing platforms. Finally initial ideas for the design of the visualization components have been presented in Section 7. Instead of presenting concrete mock-up designs, some general descriptions have been given, since the specification of all models have not been finished yet.

Summarizing the work done in this task, it can be denoted that a framework for the development of visualization components and for further research has been elaborated. This framework includes an analysis
of related work and requirements, an investigation of properties and constraints of the visualization tools, their technical context, and initial design ideas outlining the direction of further design and implementation.

Furthermore research questions have been identified which have to be taken into account in the next phases of this task. Chiefly, research has to be done about concrete visualization design, how different roles of users can benefit from them and how the visualizations could be accordingly adapted based also on the role. What is the perceived value of the visualizations for stakeholders, and how evaluation can be conducted on those different dimensions. This research work will accompany the next two phases of this task (implementation, evaluation, refinement). In this way we are expecting to bring relevant contribution to the Open User Model research discipline by providing new designs of interactive visualizations of generic models and by describing and evaluating their benefits to different roles of users.
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Design of interactive visualization of models and students data


Flexi-OLM is a system to support students in the learning of an introductory course on 'Procedural programming and Software Design'. It offers different kind of visualization of the user profile that every one could choose:

1. lectures view
2. related concept view
3. concept map view
4. pre-requisite view
5. textual summary view
6. alphabetical index view
7. view as a list of ranked (based on the knowledge)

Flexi-OLM & INSPIRE
SQL-Tutor is a system aimed at teaching SQL language to the university level students. It uses, to visualize the learner profile, some bars, each one for a concept in the lessons. The area in every concept is divided in three parts:

- the green one is the already learned,
- the red one is the part that student had already red but need to study and
- the white one is not yet covered.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause</th>
<th>Covered</th>
<th>Learnt</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SELECT</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHERE</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP BY</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAVING</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER BY</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It’s a system to allow student and teacher to see his own profile, but also the others one, in a aggregate form. The learner profile is memorized in a XML format and the ViSMOd program uses color to indicate the relative weight of every node in the whole map.

ViSMOd
The Will tools consist of: Willow, an automatic and adaptive free-text scoring system; Willed, an authoring tool; Willoc, a configuration tool; and COMOV, a conceptual model viewer. COMOV displays the students’ conceptual models to students and teachers in several formats, as generated from the free-text students’ answers provided to Willow.

OLMlets


OLMlets is a system that could support the testing for some concepts in the form of multiple choice. It allow the student to see his profile and to compare them with the learning objectives decided by teacher. The interface could be in different form, from textual one, to skill meter, to graph of misconceptions...

Your understanding of Educational issues and what the module is about is very high.

You may hold misconceptions about Intelligent tutoring systems.

Your understanding of Open learner models is low.

Design of interactive visualization of models and students data
This tool uses Information Visualization techniques that take student tracking data collected by CMS and generates graphical representations that can be used by instructors to gain an understanding of what is happening in distance learning classes.

CourseVis

iCLASS

The Learner Knowledge Presenter Tool depicts the student's competence state (green skills) on the competence structure of the fractions domain.

iClass (Intelligent Distributed, Cognitive-based Open Learning System for Schools, http://www.iclass.info/) was a FP6 research project (finished in June 2008) which focused on personalization and self-regulation in the learning process of students. In conjunction with a domain and student model an open learner model approach has been chosen in order to provide personalization and to foster self-regulated learning competences (Albert et al., 2008; Nussbaumer et al., 2008). The domain model consists of a competence structure (skills and prerequisite-relations between skills) and relations between skills and learning objects and assessment items. The competence structure is graphically presented to the learner for several purposes: The Skill-based Planner tool provides the possibility to create a meaningful sequence of skills to be learned and of according learning objects. Considering prerequisite relations between skills the student creates a personal plan by selecting one skill after another and by adding learning objects for each skill to the plan. The Learner Knowledge Presenter tool (Figure xxx) depicts the same competence structure and highlights the skills which a learner has available or not available after the student has done a skill-based assessment. The green skills are those skills which the student has available and the red skills are those skills which the student does not have available. Only the skills involved in the personal plan have been tested, the other skills in the competence structure have not been tested. In this sense this tool shows the skill map of a certain domain and depicts where the current position of the learner on this map. Obviously the learner gets an idea of the own competence state and the next meaningful steps in the learning process.
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Appendix 2 – Indicative Illustrations of Learning Information Presentation Tools (LIPT) or Learning Dashboards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNING-RELATED INFORMATION PRESENTATION TOOLS (LIPT)</th>
<th>ORIGIN AND TYPE OF SUPPORTED REFLECTION/SELF-REGULATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIPT from the Tell Me More language learning platform. This dashboard presents available activities for each unit of learning, the percentage of completion by learning unit and by activity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIPT from the Tell Me More language learning platform. Per unit and per type of activity, this dashboard provides the percentage of completion and the score so far.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIPT from the REDEEM authoring tool (Ainsworth, 2007, p. 24) which allows teachers to create simple ITSs from existing Computer-based-teaching by imposing their pedagogical preferences about how students should best be taught. This dashboard make available personalization parameters manifest and support their combination.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level of detail??
Design of interactive visualization of models and students data

LIPT from StudyDesk: “Monitoring and evaluating the learning progress are essential for successful self-regulated learning (Boekaerts, 1999; Pintrich, 2004). Study Desk supports monitoring by offering access to the protocol of all learning activities (progress and task report). Thus, learners may check which chapters they have already completed, the amount of material and media still at their disposal as well as the number of accomplished and unaccomplished learning tasks.” (Narciss, Proske, & Koernde, 2007, p. 1134)

LIPT from the Student Inspector (Scheuer & Zinn, 2007, p. 6). “Users can focus their performance research on learners (see 1), or on the time of the learning session (see 2). Results can be ordered by student name or performance scores (see 3), and influenced by the exercise threshold (see 4). When these parameters are submitted (see 5), two pieces of information are computed: a chart displaying individual performances and the group’s average (see 6), and a list of students not assessed given their insufficient exercise trials (see 7) gives teacher an overview of his/her classroom performance”. Other dashboards allow browsing misconceptions and individual performances via topics.

Dashboard based on the “map” metaphor. The student can see in a snapshot which are the macro-skills to be internalized, the sub-skills they are composed of and the number of activities deemed to train macro and micro skills (Labset, eCole project, 2007)
The model indicates the student's overall performance. The student can use the externalized learner model to see at a glance areas in which they are strongest and weakest, and use these as recommendations of what should be studied further, within or outside the system. If instructors choose to add domain content or explanations of common misconceptions to a particular instantiation of the system, these can be linked to the student model, and examined by the student. The graphical representation is similar to the skill or knowledge meters of APT (Corbett & Bhalnagar, 1997), ADI (Specht et al., 1997) and ELM-ART (ELM Research Group, 1998).(Bull & Nghiem, 2002, p. 5)

LIPT from Linked In aggregating information about actions completed and suggesting a next step.

Mockup of an LIPT created for the iClass project. It presents the activities traversed in different units of a learning sequence dedicated to "Human body". The circle provides a view of the performed activities sorted by activity types (categories are those proposed by the 8 Learning Events Model (Verpoorten, Poumay, & Leclercq, 2007)

LIPT tackling less common dimensions of the learning process like emotions of confidence degrees. By making them manifest, it allows meta-reflection thereupon (Leclercq, 2003)